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Mafwa Theatre's To and Fro project explored the ways we move through
cities with women from refugee, asylum seekers and settled communities.
Watch the short film made to accompany the project.
"With our hands" is an audio documentary of Mafwa Theatre’s Cooking
with Parveen project. An 8-month exploration of food and femininity
created with women from refugee, asylum seeker, and settled
communities in East Leeds. More Info

SSORC DER

An online exhibition of photo and videos showcasing the skills and talents
of refugee and asylum seeking artists based in Leeds. It documents
refugee experiences before and after coming to the UK, their journey
towards social integration, and features refugees who have made
significant contribution to their local communities.
Zoom link: bit.ly/redcrossphotos More info

LICNUOC EEGUFER

As it’s not possible to hold the annual Refugee Football World Cup, we
thought we would fill your footballing needs with the next best thing, a
virtual quiz! This is a light hearted quiz, with multiple choice rounds on The
World Cup, The Premier League, football shirts, spot the ball and the
comical ‘what happens next’ round.
Zoom link: bit.ly/leedsrefugeefootyquiz More info

ENUJ HT71 DEW

Home From Home - 19:00–20:00

A Zoom discussion of the Channel 4 comedy series Home https://www.channel4.com/programmes/home about Sami, a Syrian
refugee living with an English household.
Watch the first 2 episodes and then join a conversation with alongside
refugees and the some of the Leeds folk who have hosted them.
Zoom link: bit.ly/refugeehome More Info

ENUJ HT81 UHT

No Borders Conversation Cafe 16:00–17:00

Join us in a safe online space where you can meet new people and just
have a chat! We will have a few ‘imagine if…’ questions you might like to
talk about. Can you think of one to ask? There is no pressure in our group,
so you can talk about your interests or anything you’ve been doing, relax
and have fun! Text or WhatsApp ‘Refugee Week’ to 07876 144304 and
Amy will send you the Zoom details. More Info

ENUJ HT91 IRF

Musicultural Conversations 12:30–13:30

Come and join us for an hour of fun and interactive activities involving
English conversation, movement and music. This will be a chance to
practice your spoken English in a fun way, to meet new people and
learn about each other, and to share the joy of music and movement.
We will also teach you a song to help you to introduce yourself!
Zoom link: bit.ly/musicultural More info
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Virtual Football Quiz 19:30–20:30
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Online Photo Exhibition 19:00– 20:00
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To & Fro (film) & With Our Hands (podcast)

